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Abstract. A normed »-algebra & is called a local C*-algebra, if all its

maximal commutative »-subalgebras are C*-algebras. It is shown that any

local C*-algebra dense in %(%), the algebra of compact operators on the

Hilbert space % equals %(%). The same result holds also for local C*-

algebras dense in A W*-algebras without a II) summand.

A local property of an involutive algebra & is a property determined by or

on its commutative star subalgebras. In recent years a number of papers have

been devoted to the study of global properties of Banach star algebras which

are implied by corresponding local properties. As examples we mention the

connection between hermiticity and symmetry of involutive Banach algebras

by Shirali and Ford, diverse characterizations of C*-algebras [3], or the

characterization of l4y*-algebras by Pedersen in [8]. An example of a global

property which is implied by the corresponding local property is also the

continuity of a linear functional on C*-algebras [6], [9].

The present paper is another attempt to weaken the axioms of C*-algebras.

At the same time we obtain some insight into the structure of (certain) C*-

algebras.

Definition 1. A complex normed algebra & with involution is a local C*-

algebra, if all of its closed commutative star subalgebras are C*-algebras with

the given norm and involution.

Let |-| be the given norm on â. Then ||-|| defined by ||jc|| = max{|jc|, \x* |) is

an algebra-norm on & which makes the involution isometric. The involution

can, in a natural way, be extended to an involution on the ||-||-completion S of

&.

Now let x = x* E & and let ® be the closed star subalgebra of & generated

by x. There is a sequence xn = x* E & with xn -* x. Up is any complex

polynomial without constant coefficient, tnenp(xn) -> p(x) and by continuity

we get M*)/**)* || = \\p(x)\\2.

Because of the density of such elements we have more generally \\yy* \\

= Ibll for all y E <3>. Thus <$ is a C*-algebra and, in particular, x has real

spectrum and (I has hermitean involution. Arguing now as in [1] or [3, Chapter
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41], let UHU = o(a*a) = ||a*a|| be the greatest C*-seminorm on &. For

alla G & we have |||a|||   = ||a*a|| < ||a||  and

||a|| < [||« + a* || + ||a - a* HI/2 = [|||a + a* ||| + |||a - a* |||]/2 < 2|||a|||,

so that IIHII and ||-|| are equivalent on &, and & equipped with |||-||| is a C*-

algebra.

We may extend |-| by continuity to an algebra seminorm of &. Then |-| is in

fact a norm, since if |a| = 0 we get |a*a| = ||a*a|| = |||a*a||| = 0 whence

a = 0.

By a theorem of Cleveland [4, 5.4] any algebra-norm on a C*-algebra

majorizes a multiple of the C*-norm. Hence |-| and |||-||| are equivalent on &.

Naturally, one would like to show that every local C*-algebra is complete.

Thus, for this purpose there is no loss of generality in considering only local

C*-algebras & which are dense subalgebras of a C*-algebra & and are

equipped with the norm inherited from &. An easy argument shows that it

suffices to solve this problem for separable algebras with identity only. Certain

questions related to local C*-algebras have been considered in [5] and [6].

Specifically it has been shown that a local C*-algebra which is a Banach

algebra in some norm is in fact complete. In the present paper, however, we

do not assume that & is complete in any norm. The question whether a local

C*-algebra & is complete is closely related to the structure of &.

Definition 2. A C*-algebra & is called interwoven if the only local C*-

algebra dense in & is & itself.

We show that certain classes of C*-algebras are interwoven. Our first result

is: The algebra 3C(%) of all compact operators on a Hilbert space % is

interwoven. This result extends to dual C*-algebras and to separable C*-

algebras with a finite dual. Theorem 2 states that C*-algebras which are in a

certain sense infinite, are interwoven. The main consequence of this theorem

is that '$>(%) and more generally all properly infinite A W*-algebras are

interwoven.

Lemma 1. Let & be a local C*-algebra dense in the C*-algebra & and let

0 < e < 1. For any projection P E & there exists a projection Q E âsuch that

\P - Q\ < £■ U Pis central, then P E &.

Proof. Let x = x* E & with \x - P\ < e/2. Then the spectrum of x lies

in (-e/2, e/2) U (1 - e/2,1 + e/2). There exists a function / continuous on

this set, such that Q = f(x) is a projection with |/(x) - x| < e/2 or

|/(x) - P\ < e. If P is central, then PQ = QP, whence P = Q.

We say that two projections E and F are equivalent in & (E ~ F in &), if

there is a partial isometry U in & with U* U = E and UU* = F.

Lemma 2. // two projections P, Q E & are equivalent in &, they are equivalent

in &.
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Proof. Let F be a partial isometry in & with V* V = P and VV* = Q.

Choose W E & with \W - V\ < 1/4 such that W = QWP. Then \W* W

- V* V\ < \W* W - W* V\ + \W* V - V* V\ < ¿ + I < |. Since, more-

over, /»(W* ff) = (W*W)P = W*W, there is an element A in the C*-

algebra generated by PK* W such that P = (W* W)V2A. Then C/ = (4^ is a

partial isometry in & with the required properties.

Lemma 3. If 5 is a closed *-ideal in &, then & n $ is dense in 5. If 5 is

interwoven, then S C &.

Proof. Let x = x* E 5, x > 0, and let yn = y* e í,j¡, > 0, such that

I* - >n I < Vn- Letf„ : R ^ R be the continuous function defined by fn(t) = 0

if t < l/n; fn(t) = t if t > 2/b; /„ is linear on [l/n,2/n] and let ¥: S -* 5/5

be the canonical homomorphism. Then, since |^(^,)| < l/n, we get ^(^(y,))

-/„(*U)) = 0 OTfn(yn) E 5. Since |jj, - f„(yn)\ < l/n, we get \x - fn(yn)\

< 2/«. The remainder follows from the fact that & n 5 is a local C*-algebra.

Theorem 1. 3C(DC) « interwoven.

Proof. Let & be a local C*-algebra which is dense in 5C(5C). Because of the

spectral theorem it suffices to show that & contains every rank one projection.

For simplicity we say that a vector in % is attainable if the corresponding

projection belongs to &. It follows from Lemma 2 that finite linear combina-

tions of attainable vectors are attainable (& contains the full algebra of linear

operators on the subspace generated by these vectors).

(a) Let Bj, R, fy, ... be orthogonal rank one projections in & with normal-

ized range vectors e0, e,, e2,_We show that every vector in P(%), where

P = 2"=o pn'is attainable. For the proof, let A, > 0 and 2,* , X2 < 1/4.

Consider the vectors

«-1

fn = Vo + ,2  «r«* + en>      n= 1,2.
k=\

These vectors are attainable. They are orthogonal, if one chooses

a^ = -XnXkßk   îor n>k,

where ßx = 1 and

ßk+l = i+2*2ßf.

For this choice of coefficients one gets 0 < ßk < 2 and \fn\ < 1 + 2X2n.

Let Qn be the projection onto the subspace generated by fn. Then Qn G &

and also A = 2,?Li «J/,1 ô„ G & for each sequence un -» 0. Since AP0A*

E & is a rank one hermitean operator, it is a multiple of the projection onto

its range. Hence the range vector of ARj, the vector g = 2,H=i Pn^nfn *s

attainable.

However we have
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g = ( 2 a^Vo + i U - Sm^äI V/
\/i=l / /=1 L n>l J

choosing 0 < nn \ 0 we get

g = ( 2 a>„ K + 2 X/M/(l - 7/h   w* Y/ -* 0.
\n=l / /=1

Hence the vector

00

h =  2 A/M/O - y,)«?,

is attainable. Moreover, the vector

(îyn/(\-yn)Pn)(h)=   îxnlinynen
\n=l / n = l

is attainable. Then also 2^Li \rlnen IS attainable.

Since finite linear combinations of attainable vectors are attainable and

since any / -sequence can be written as the product of an / -sequence and a

monotone c0-sequence, this shows that every vector in P(%) is attainable.

(b) Now let % be a maximal abelian star subalgebra of & with minimal

projections {Pa}. Let Q = 2 Pa ■ It follows easily from (a), that every vector in

Q(%) is attainable. It remains to show, that Q = I. If Q < I, there is a one-

dimensional projection E in %(%) with EQ = 0. Choose a projection F E &

such that \E — F\ < e < 1/4 (Lemma 1). An easy exercise in analytic

geometry shows that Q, E and .Fhave a representation:

% = %0 e c e c,   ß = e0 e (^  °),

—•ft.) -—(i2;)
with c, 5 E R, c2 + j2 = 1 and c2 < e. By (a) we have QFQ E &. Hence

s F - (F — QFQ) E &. This expression, however, is orthogonal to Q and

nonzero, in contradiction to the maximality of $.

Corollary 1. Every dual C*-algebra 6 is interwoven.

Proof. 6 is the weak C*-sum of algebras %¡, where each %¡ is isomorphic

to the algebra of compact operators on some Hilbert space %¡. If & is a local

C*-algebra which is dense in S, then by Lemma 3 we have %¡ E & for all i.

From this & = S follows easily.

Corollary 2. Every separable C*-algebra G with a finite dual S is interwoven.

Proof. Use induction on the number of points in G and the fact that G is a

splitting extension of its maximal liminal ideal which is dual [2].
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Theorem 2. Let G be a C*-algebra with unit I that contains a projection E such

that E ~ (I — E) ~ I in G. Then G is interwoven.

Proof. Let â be a local C*-algebra which is dense in G, By Lemma 1 there

is a projection F in & such that \E — F\ < 1. Using Lemma 2 we see

F ~ (I - F) ~ I in &. Let Vx, V2 E & such that

V*VX = \,       VXV* = F   and    V2* V2 = F,       V2V2* = I- F.

Define partial isometries Ux, U2, U3 and a projection P in & by

Ux = VF,       U2=V2UXV2*,       P= ICQ - F)V*,       U3=V2P.

Then U = Ux + U* + U* is a unitary element of Sand {U"PU~"\n E N} is

a set of mutually orthogonal projections in &. (Ux may be interpreted as a

unilateral shift with infinite multiplicity on the "subspace corresponding to F'

and P = F— UXU*. Then U is a bilateral extension of Ux.) Since P

~ (I - F) in &, also P ~ 1 in &.

Now let A = A* E PGP. Since P&P is dense in PGP, we can find a

sequence {An}neN of selfadjoint elements in P&P with |v4(| -» 0 and an /'-

sequence {A„}n6N of positive real numbers such that A = 2"=i K^n-

The elements U"An U~" (n E N) are pairwise orthogonal and selfadjoint,

therefore their sum x = 2„eN ^"^n U~" ^es m ^ Since U admits functional

calculus in &, also v = 2^L i Xn U" is in £ Hence A = Py* xyP is in &. Thus

PSP = PGP and, since P ~ I in fi, also £ = G.

Corollary 3. (a) Every C*-algebra of the form G = ^>(%) ® G', where G' is

a C*-algebra with unit and % an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, is interwoven.

(b) Every A W*-algebra G without a type II, direct summand is interwoven.

Proof, (a) is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2. To prove (b) let the

local C*-algebra & be dense in G. Because of Lemma 1 the centre of G belongs

to &. Hence we may consider the finite and the infinite part of G separately.

The properly infinite part 911 of G contains a projection E such that E

~ (I- E) ~ 1^ in 911 [7,4.5].

Therefore 911 C 21 by Theorem 2. It remains to show that each type I„

(n < oo) summand of G belongs to &. This can be done in a rather obvious

way using the fact that such an algebra has the form % ® Mn, where % is the

centre of the algebra and Mn is the algebra of n xi «-matrices. We do not

enclose this proof in detail.

Remark 1. It is a question of special interest to decide whether a local C*-

algebra is complete if one knows in addition that all of its maximal abelian

star algebras are W*- or A l4y*-algebras. We call such algebras local W*- and

local A W*-algebras respectively (in the first case we think of the algebra as

represented on Hilbert space).

(a) If we could show that every local W/*-algebra & is complete, then we

could use Pedersen's theorem in [8] to show that & is even a H/*-algebra.
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(b) A W*-algebras are characterized among all C*-algebras by axioms

referring to the structure of their abelian star subalgebras only. If we could

show that every local .4 W*-algebra is a C*-algebra, then we could character-

ize A W* -algebras among all normed involutive algebras entirely by their

abelian star subalgebras.

Following the lines of [7] it is easy to develop a structure theory for local

A W""-algebras in analogy to the structure theory for A If ""-algebras and, in

particular, to define what a properly infinite local A W^-algebra is. Then the

proof of Theorem 2 immediately shows: Every properly infinite local AW*-

algebra is complete.

Unfortunately, we do not know anything about the type II, case. We do not

include the proof of the above result, since no new ideas are involved.

Remark 2. Let us call a C*-algebra G strongly interwoven, if every dense

star subalgebra & of G which contains with each x = x* E & the C*-algebra

generated by x, is complete. %(%) is not strongly interwoven as the example

of the dense subalgebra of all operators of finite rank on % shows. It does not

seem unlikely, however, that ®(3C) or <$>(%)/%(%) are strongly interwoven.
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